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PREFACE

This report documents a briefing on a Rand study of Air Force

financial management options and management implications of the use of

outlay controls in the U.S. government budget. At present, the h%"

government forecasts outlays, based on budget obligational authority,

and tracks outlays for purposes of managing federal borrowing; but

strict controls are not imposed on annual outlays by departments or by

the government as a whole. Widespread concern over the size of annual .:. .

budget deficits has raised the possibility that controls may be

instituted as part of the budget process in the near future. Rand .... _'

undertook the study for the Air Force to help understand and document

the implications of outlay controls in advance of any government " , "

decision to impose them.

The authors are not recommending controls; rather, their purposes

in the study were to explore the possible range of outlay controls that

might be instituted, to examine constraints on the Air Force in trying C
to manage programs within such controls, and to suggest courses of

action and an overall management strategy for effectively coping with

outlay controls should they be imposed. In addition to these concerns

of direct interest to Air Force management, this report contains

information of possible interest to a broader policy community (in the

Congress, the Office of Management and Budget, and other executive

agencies) that will decide whether and how to apply outlay controls in

the government.

This study was undertaken under the sponsorship of the Air Force

Comptroller, under the Project AIR FORCE Resource Management Program

project "Air Force Resource and Financial Management Issues for the1980s ." . - -':'-
Accesion For
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SUMMARY

The Air Force is tightly constrained in its ability to control the

timing of current outlays (payments to government employees and to .6'-

vendors supplying goods and services) by the structure of federal

finances and by government policies concerning contractual

arrangements and prompt payment of bills. Hence, public pressures for

direct government control, brought about by concern over the large

annual federal budget deficits, could create problems for Air Force

financial management. The Air Force could achieve a modest
improvement in leverage over current outlays without a major overhaul

of its financial management procedures. The main steps that would have

to be taken to improve leverage are:

* Establishment of a central Air Force Board focus for outlay

control decisionmaking.

* Use of outlay targets in the planning, programming, and budget

formulation process.

Preparation of a contingency list of actions to be taken when , -.. "

adjustmants to the current year's outlays are required.

The government's financial structure and the relationship between
Congress and the Executive branch in financial procedures constrain

the ability of government agencies to control or adjust current outlays.

The principal reasons are: -"""'"'

* Congress provides funding in the form of obligational

authority, and agencies manage their budgets primarily through -

obligations (orders and contracts for goods and services, and

accrued pay for government employees), rather than through

outlays (which occur after delivery of goods and services).

* The timing of vendor deliveries and requests for payment is not

entirely within the control of the agency placing the order.

......................................................................
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Many obligations (especially in procurement) have lead times of .

three years or more between placement of the order and final

delivery and billing for the finished product.

* Even obligations with short lead times before outlays (e.g.

current pay and day-to-day operating expenses) may be difficult

to change quickly without incurring added costs. '

Past U.S. experience with emergency outlay controls demonstrates "

that little can be done to reduce overspending during budget execution,

and that upward adjustments of outlays (when underspending occurs)

can also be difficult without planning.

Attempts to force major changes in outlays may conflict with

other important policies (e.g. responsibility to pay bills) or

result in higher costs (e.g. from cancellation or termination

charges).

Other undesired side effects may include disruption of the

schedules for future forces. of the readiness of currently

operating forces, and of program balance and coordination.

British experience (1980-81) with emergency outlay reduction measures

indicates that outlay budgeting (as practiced in the United Kingdom)

does not in itself make major outlay reductions in the current year any

easier or less disruptive. " "

Outlay control in the United States will probably be an adjunct to

rather than a substitute for obligation budgeting. Financial management

under outlay budgeting appears to require greater budgetary discretion

for the Executive branch than is likely to be acceptable to Congress.

Under nonemergency conditions, outlay budgeting in the United Kingdom

relies primarily on planning (in outlay terms) to anticipate outlay

limitations and avoid the need for major outlay adjustment actions in

the current budget year.

Planning for expected future outlay limitations should be the key

to any system of increased outlay control for the Air Force.

Obligations would remain as the principal means of managing finances.

44
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Some improvements to current outlay tracking and forecasting would be

required, however. Planning should eliminate the need for large

adjustments to outlays within the current year. but some increased

leverage over current outlays should be provided. The costs of outlay

adjustments implemented on short notice (in dollar terms or in their
N:\

effects on readiness or program slippage) cannot be avoided entirely; K
but they can be reduced by planning and evaluating specific measures
and providing the decisionmaking authority with a prioritized list. This

process would also provide a clear picture of the "price" to be paid by

the government for a particular level of near-term outlay adjustment. " "

VI.....-. * -.. ,I I *.'a -.,.... ':.' ..- .. .
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-'" I. INTRODUCTION -"'"-

BACKGROUND

Widespread concern over the size of annual federal budget deficits

in recent years has brought increasing attention to ways of controlling - -

the spending of U.S. government agencies and bringing the total level of

federal expenditures into balance with annual revenues. Various forms

of "balanced budget" or other deficit-limiting proposals have been put

forth in Congress. In meeting such limitations, the main choices for S- .
the government will concern which programs to cut or which taxes to

change. These will, of course, be difficult choices; but another and

subtler matter of choice arises in the government's management (and

measurement) of its own compliance with deficit limitations, namely the

form of budget currency to be used. Deficits are measured in terms of

the excess of outlays from the Treasury over the receipts taken in--

essentially cash paid out versus cash taken in. But the U.S. budget is

formulated, approved, and managed in terms of obligational authority,

which only indirectly affects the level and timing of outlays. Some

". form of direct controls on outlays, instead of or in addition to current

"- controls on obligational authority, may be required for management of

the spending side of the deficit equation.

The Air Force has occasionally been asked (as have other federal

" agencies) to control the level of outlays for its activities in a

* "particular fiscal year--sometimes to reduce outlays and sometimes, as

part of a policy of fiscal stimulation, to increase them. But the Air

Force (like the services generally) is ill-equipped to change its outlay

"- levels on short notice, other than by small amounts, without serious

adverse consequences to ongoing operations and acquisition programs.

Obligations are the basic mechanism of financial control in the Air'W

Force, and they are often entered into far in advance of the actual

delivery of goods and services. Outlays occur when payments are made,

either upon delivery of the items ordered or as periodic progress "' '

payments during the course of a major production or construction "

- project; hence payments may occur months or years after the time when
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obligations were made. Outlays in any period are thus governed largely lp

by earlier periods' obligation actions in combination with the (largely

independent) actions of contractors and vendors. What would happen if

the Air Force were faced with a government policy requiring that annual

outlay levels be closely controlled?

The Office of the Comptroller of the Air Force posed this question

as a research topic for Rand. Among the related questions asked in this

connection were: Could the Air Force revise its financial control-

policies to provide closer control over outlays (using, for example,

outlay authority instead of obligational authority as the controllingL

mechanism for financial transactions)? Could outlay budgeting be used 4  I
for Air Force activities, as is done in many other national governments?

What would be the implications of such changes for Air Force financial

management policy? What would be the implications for the planning and

management of Air Force operations and of development and acquisition

programs? What constraints--policy, legal, and practical--affect the - : :

Air Force's ability to control outlays? This report presents the

findings of Rand's outlay control research, offers suggestions for how

the Air Force might prepare for outlay control policies, and discusses

the costs in relation to the benefits to be derived from outlay control.

BUDGET TERMINOLOGY
We will define our terms fairly rigorously, as they are used in

formal presentations of federal budget information.' (Unfortunately,

most of these same terms are used with much less rigor- -both inside and

outside of the government--in public debates over budget issues.) The W
three most important forms of budget currency for this discussion are

budget authority, by which Congress and the President control the

programs and amounts to be spent by government agencies; obligations, by

which the agencies, in conducting their programs, obligate the

777 -,

'For a more complete discussion of government budget process and .~w,
terminology, see (1) A Glossary of Terms used in the Federal Budget .*

Process, and Related Accounting, Economic, and Tax Terms, General

Accounting Office, March 1981; and (2) The Budget of the United States
Government, Fiscal Year 1985, 1984, part 6 "Perspectives on the Budget," .-

and part 7 "The Budget System and Concepts." The Budget is published
annually, and the discussion of the budget process in Chapters 6 and 7
is included in every year's publication. .
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government for current and future payments from the Treasury; and

outlays, by which the Treasury Department pays government vendors,

contractors, and employees.

Congress must provide obligational or budget authority, usually in

the form of appropriations, to federal agencies before they can obligate -. -

the government for (current or future) payment of money. The

appropriations are, in effect, lines of credit, which agencies draw on

in making obligations--essentially contracts for goods and services--

over time. Outlays, sometimes called expenditures, are made when the
1% ".7 %i.'. *.

Treasury writes a check or otherwise pays for the delivery of goods or .

services ordered through valid obligations.

Appropriations provided to an agency in a given fiscal year's

budget are usually time-limited; that is, the amount appropriated for . %

the fiscal year (FY) is available for obligation only for a specified

period of one, two, or more years, and the "line of credit" expires at

the end of that period. Appropriations for pay of personnel and for -N

operations and maintenance in the Air Force are one-year funds. Those '.

for research and development are two-year funds, for procurement three,

and for construction five-year funds. The latter categories have longer

times because of the long standing full-funding budget policy, which . -.
provides that appropriations for most major construction and procurement

projects must cover the entire cost expected when a project is *..:.'.

initiated, even though obligations and outlays for the project may

extend well beyond the fiscal year in which the appropriation is made.

The relationships among these budget components are shown in Fig. 1,

which depicts the cumulative obligations and outlays over time against a

single year's appropriation. The patterns shown are typical of an Air

Force procurement appropriation. Other appropriation categories, or

specific contracts or cost elements within an appropriation, could have

obligation and outlay patterns extending over different periods of time.

"Expenditures" is used in this report as a synonym for outlays.

"Obligational authority" is used as a synonym for budget authority. 77777.

"Funds" will refer generally to appropriations and obligations against

which outlays may be made, and specifically to certain appropriation-

like budget categories (revolving and management funds) that will be

subjects of discussion later in the report. "Spending," as used in

" . ,2,.... . . . . ... .

..-. ?.2. .,, *.

- -;- " ' ,'.-, - - - -"", ' ""-'.. "v'.., ""i-"- -" - ' '-"-"- " 
;

- "' "- ' .,',* 1" ": '.'..*-.".."
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100
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(budget
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Obligations r. ' -''
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60 (contracts) 0
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S40

20

0
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Timne in years

Fig. 1-Appropriations, obligations and outlays
(single year's budget)

public and media discussions of government finances, sometimes means

obligations, sometimes outlays, and sometimes a vague mixture of both.

We have tried to avoid the term in the remainder of this report except

when the context makes it clear what type of budget component or

currency is involved.

The analogy of contracts, with specific vendors and for specific

goods and services, is useful for describing obligations, as is the

analogy of bills for vendor actions that create the immediate demand on

the government for outlays. But individual contracts and bills are not

required for all such transactions. Obligations for "pay and

allowances" of government employees, for example, accrue over time as

employees perform their duties. Outlays for pay and allowances are

generated more or less automatically when periodic paydays arrive.
, . 9 . ..-

THE OUTLAY CONTROL PROBLEM

Financial management policy and procedures in the Air Force are

dominated by the obligation process--particularly as regards the timing .-.

of financial transactions. Obligations against an appropriation-FY

account must be made, by law, within the stated dollar and time limits.
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Outlays are limited in the amount that may be paid against a given

obligation (appropriation-FY account), but the timing of outlays and the ''~

total outlays against all accounts in a given time period are governed

primarily by the rate at which bills are presented. In any time period,

the Air Force has substantial balances of unobligated budget authority

and prior years' obligations for which bills have not yet been m

presented; hence a large fraction of the bills due and the outlays made

in 3 given fiscal year are consequences of decisions made and actions A ~
*taken months and even years in advance. b

As procurement and other long lead-time programs grow relative to

pay, curr-ent operations and maintenance, and other components of the Air

Force budget with short lead times, the proportion of "uncontrollable"

*outlays grows. They are uncontrollable to the extent that law or policy V

forbid abrogation of commitments and vendors (rather than the Air Force)

determine the timing of deliveries and bills. Figure 2 shows how these0
proportions have been changing in recent years. The heights of the bars

in each row are proportional to the outlays occurring in the indicated

* ~fiscal year and appropriation category. The shading shows the fraction ~ .*%~

of the year's outlays arising from: (a) the current year's

Current year

EJPrevious years

1198

Military O&M Procurement RDT&E Other
Personnel

Fig. 2-Distribution of AF outlays by appropriation year and type
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appropriation, (b) the immediately previous year's appropriation

(outlays in FY 1984 from FY 1983 appropriations), and (c) earlier years'

appropriations. Recent growth in procurement is increasing the

proportion of current outlays from earlier years' appropriations, and

this trend will almost certainly continue for several more years,

because procurement is still growing faster than shorter lead-time

categories of budget authority.

Under present policies, the Air Force's role in controlling outlays

in a fiscal year is largely a passive one. Most of the major decisions

with regard to force levels, procurement quantities, personnel levels,

and operating rates are constrained (fiscally) only by annual ,

obligational authority targets. Execution of approved budgets is

carried out by adhering strictly to obligational authority limits; and " .

outlays follow directly from the flow of bills, pay and allowance

earnings over time, and other valid employee and vendor demands for

payment. The Air Force (with the aid and direction of the Office of the

Secretary of Defense) makes outlay forer-ists at the beginning of each

fiscal year, based on previous and current appropriations and historical

outlay "patterns" (percentage outlays by year). Actual outlays are

tracked against these forecasts by the Office of Management and Budget

(OMB) and the Department of the Treasury. However, the actual flow of

outlays is usually left to follow its own course. Deviations from

targets are most often met by changes in the targets, and the only overt

actions usually taken to adjust outlays are small bookkeeping

adjustments in the last quarter of the year. -

Outlay "control" of the type implied above (using forecasts based

on anticipating and planning for outlay requirements, but with no major

intervention to change them) can probably be improved but does not

appear to be a major problem. The problem in outlay control arises if

the government needs or wants to make sizable increases or decreases in

the level of outlays and quickly--within the current fiscal year. We .

will refer to this as intra-year outlay control in the rest of this

report. Some of the draft proposals for a "balanced budget" or for

other forms of spending (outlay) limitation could, if adopted, create

situations where intra-year outlay adjustments would be required. To

%V

..............................

......................... ."--.- .-... .-.. . . . .



see what options the Air Force might have available to meet such

requirements, we looked at the constraints that inhibit outlay control FM

today and asked what the consequences would be if, where feasible, some•%
of these were relaxed. We also looked at past government attempts at :'.., .,

intra-year control and at outlay budgeting and control in foreign

governments. _ %

One of the questions that arose early in our study was, what budget

form would be used under outlay controls? Would the government switch

from the current obligation-based budget to a "cash" or outlay-based

budget? For several reasons, we concluded that a move to strict outlay- . - ,

based budgeting is not likely. The conclusion was largely drawn from

observations of Canadian and U.K. experience with outlay budgeting and

from previous government debates and experiments with alternative

budgeting systems. These observations are discussed in Sec. 11.

The assumption that outlay controls, if adopted, would be overlaid A .

on the basic obligation-based budget system in place today underlies the

Air Force outlay control recommendations we present in Sec. 11. The

general approach is discussed there as are several potential

implementation problems. We concluded that, although much of the

responsibility for outlay control would fall on the financial management

community, many of the consequences of outlay control actions fall

outside the arena of financial management. Other elements of the Air ,.

Force and Air Staff would have to be involved in decisionmaking for both

long-term outlay planning and intra-year outlay adjustment actions, as

these plarns and actions could affect force structure modernization plans

and current training and readiness.

Section IV presents some conclusions and a strategy for gradually

moving toward outlay controls in the Air Force. We emphasize that the

government has not yet adopted outlay controls of the type anticipated

by this report, nor is it our intent to promote them. Mhen and if

outlay control policies are adopted, they could range from little or no

direct control (e.g., continued management by obligation control, but"*. - -7.. .*

with outlay targets used in the planning process) to very strict

controls (e.g., single-year outlay targets requiring intra-vear outlay

.djustments). The gradual stri-,egy we recommend would work first i;. the

area that would be important tc either nxtreme--improved outlay

4t. 4
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b
forecasting and planning with increased attention to outlays. Advance
preparations for intra-year outlay adjustment measures (whether or not

the measures are used) would provide important information on theV

expected monetary and other costs) and benefits (outlay effects) of

specific measures. This information would be essential for policymakers

to weigh the overall value of outlay controls against their costs.

N.,

:.-' "-i--.-~
* -" .- . . '%..

oj". .o,



11. OUTLAY CONTROL EXPERIENCE IN THE UNITED STATES *.'. .
AND FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS ',... .",.

U.S. GOVERNMENT OUTLAY CONTROLS: EISENHOWER

ADMINISTRATION, 1957-1958

Financial management organization and practice in the government

are rooted in the Constitutional provisions for the laying and

collecting of taxes and the borrowing and coining of money. The role of

legislation in financial affairs was enunciated by the first Secretary . -

of the Treasury, Alexander Hamilton: ,

The design of the Constitution in this provision was, as I
conceive, to secure these important ends,--that the purpose,
the limit, and the fund of every expenditure should be
ascertained by a previous law. The public security is
complete in this particular, if no money can be expended, but
for an object, to an extent, and out of a fund, which the laws
have prescribed.'

During most of the last 50 years, the legislative phase of the annual

budget cycle has been initiated by the submission to Congress of the

President's Budget--the President's proposal for new appropriations

(which require new legislation) and estimates of revenues and outlays

for the forthcoming fiscal year. Congress normally debates and revises

these proposals and arrives at final budget legislation, which, when

enacted, prcvides obligational authority for agencies to enter into new

programs. The various government departments then proceed to make

obligaticns against the combined new and old unexpired appropriations
and make payments (outlays) against both new and previous years'

obligations.

This process was interrupted by an unusual occurrence early in

1957--a President's virtual renunciation of his own budget. Toward the

end of FY 1957, then Secretary of the Treasury George Humphrey became

alarmed by the continuing high level of Treasury expenditures, with

'Quoted in F. W. Powell, Control of Federal Expenditures--A
nocu,r, tary History, 1775-1894, The Brookings Institution, Washington,

- C. , 939, p. 133.

2,
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resultant pressure on the debt ceiling. Because he and President

Eisenhower had jointly declared that they would balance the budget by p...-'

appropriations and budget limitations (which they thought had been _

accomplished in the FY 1957 budget), they became frustrated by the

levels of outlays they were seeing. Furthermore, they were reluctant to

ask Congress for an increase in the debt ceiling after having firmly and

successfully fought for budget limitations.

Defense outlays (expenditures), in particular, were running at

higher levels than had been forecast. In part the President and

Secretary--being new to federal finances--failed to understand that

reductions in appropriations might not translate into immedia AL.

reductions in expenditures. In this case the problem was compounded by

the fact that Korean War appropriations for defense in the amount of

some $30 billion in unobligated (but still unexpired) authority were %.'- ..

still on the books. With the war over, these unexpired appropriations

were being used to procure new weapon systems, especially by the Air
6'. -, " -

Force, which had the bulk of the appropriations.

With the President's approval, Secretary Humphrey took drastic
action and imposed severe limitations, especially on DoD programs, in

the summer of 1957, including:

* Across-the-board cuts in military contract awards

0 Reductions in production rates for weapons programs (stretch-

outs)

* Restrictions on contractors' use of overtime

* Reductions in progress payment rates

imposition of manpower cuts

• Initiation of base closure actions.

The Secretary's actions were directed at more than just the

expenditure problem, but bringing a halt to the apparently uncontrolled

overspending in outlays was a major objective. Many of the actions

taken, however, were strong public statements of resolve but had little

hope of providing immediate reductions in outlays. The reductions in -. .

contract awards and production rates created severe problems for defense

contractors in planning for workforce sizes and materials orders, but

. -.. .° °
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the effects of these actions on outlays would not be seen in any '

significant degree for many months. Similarly, manpower reductions and

base closures could be initiated immediately but would produce little

effect on outlays in the near term, because of termination and closing

costs and delays in implementation. (Where part-time workers could be *S-'.,- -.

released immediately, outlays could be affected earlier.) '

The other major actions taken on defense contractors--especially

the mandated reductions in progress payment rates--had drastic and

chaotic consequences for the contractors, particularly in the aerospace

industry in Southern California. Progress payments (which provide

partial reimbursement of costs to manufacturers as they build aircraft,

ships, tanks, and other major hardware and construction items) were then

essential to finance the work of many major contractors. Most of the

capital assets (plants and equipment) of the aerospace industry were

built and still owned by the government at the time, and financial

circles were not prepared to provide the large sums required by the _._ _ ...

manufacturers (with not much collateral available) to replace the
progress payment moneys they had been expecting. With large labor

forces, which still had to stay in place to continue production, and

large subcontract commitments for materials and subassemblies, the % -" . . j

manufacturers faced problems very much like those faced by the

government in reducing their immediate cash needs.

The overall results of this government attempt to make immediate

and sizable reductions in outlays were decidedly negative both in the

very limited success in reducing actual outlays and in the resultant

disruptions and other costs of the actions taken. These outlay control

actions were, of course, of an emergency nature rather than part of a

disciplined and well-developed approach to managing outlay levels over

an extended period of time. But before such an approach could be

instituted and before many of the measures had much of a chance to have

the desired (outlay reducing) effect, the launch of the Russian Sputnik

on October 4, 1957, caused a dramatic shift in spending priorities. By

early 1958, the concern about high outlay levels for defense largely

disappeared, and most of the actions taken earlier were rescinded.

' %

2 .-.
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The experience of the Eisenhower administration is instructive in -6'

showing some of the pitfalls in ad hoc outlay controls, but iL is not

necessarily a precedent for uhat could be done under an established

system of outlay management. It does, however, illustrate some of the

basic constraints on intra-year outlay adjustments that the government

faced at that time. The limited immediate effects on outlays result

from the fact that both the government and contractors make advance . "

commitments as a normal way of doing business. Changing these

commitments on short notice usually involves some kind of termination

costs--in dollars, in the disruption of programs, or in both. The

Executive branch is constrained partly by the needs of maintaining good

business relationships and partly by policy and legal financial

constraints. There have been several changes in the government's

financial management system since 1957. Some of them have further

constrained the Executive branch's budgetary discretion and further

limited the actions that the Executive can take to make intra-year

outlay adjustments.

RECENT U.S. OUTLAY EXPERIENCE AND
CHANGES IN THE BUDGET SYSTEM

Rince the Eisenhower era, there have been no repeats of such

drastic steps by the government when outlays exceed expectations. In

recent years it has been more typical for the administration and

Congress to become concerned when outlay levels fall below expectations.

Most of thr changes in law and policy regarding the federal budget have

further limited the Executive's ability to reduce outlays on short

notice, but some of these changes could limit the Executive's leverage

for upward outlay adjustments as well. The major legal changes since

1957 that could affect outlay control are:

* Extension of the full-funding principle to more programs

* Limits on appropriation life .

* The Congressional Budget Control and Impoundment Act of 1974

* The irompt Payment Act

,. '"

• . -'.. ..
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The full-funding principle was in use in 1957, but it is applied '0'.

much more widely today, particularly in DoD programs. In 1957, the Air

Force could contract for partial construction of an item. This fact

left open the option of cancelling a procurement or construction program %
(to reduce outlays) before complete items were produced, although "% %
cancellation penalties might be incurred. Under today's full-funding

policy, the terms of contracts are generally longer (because fully ,

completed items must be produced), and cancellation penalties may be -.

higher. 
2

Appropriations with unspecified expiration dates (called no-year

appropriations) were much more used in 1957 than today. Almost all DoD

appropriations today are limited to a one, two, or three-year life for

obligations (outlays may continue to be made against the accounts for an

additional two years beyond the obligations period). This policy has

the beneficial effect of reducing the buildup of large unexpired--

balances of obligational authority (which we saw was a major cause of

trouble in the Eisenhower outlay crisis), but it also limits the ability

of a department to reduce outlays by indefinitely postponing

obligations. The Impoundment Act reinforces this constraint by

requiring that the Executive obligate the full amount of appropriations

unless Congress grants specific approval to withhold some or all of the -.

funds.

The Prompt Payment Act was passed by Congress in 1983 as a means of

ensuring that federal agencies pay bills in a timely fashion and not.

pass financing problems of the government onto its vendors. The Act

does not actually forbid late payment of bills, but it provides that - -

vendors are entitled to interest payments if bills are not paid within -

30 days of presentation to the government. The interest payments must "  -

come from existing appropriations. This policy, combined with cash

management policies of OMB (to keep borrowing costs down, agencies are

- The full-funding policy helps avoid the foot-in-the-door tactics
that agencies were accused of .hen they contracted for small parts of
what ultimately might become very large procurements. This benefit -

comes at the expense--probably a justifiable one--of some reduction in
the ability of the Executive to reduce outlays by outright cancellation
of obligations.

V... -.-.* -: .-. .
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urged not to pay bills too early) makes for a narrow window for the

timing of outlays, largely governed by the timing of vendors' bil].

During the 1970s, the administration's initial estimates of outlays

* (made six to nine months before the start of the fiscal year) were

commonly too low, and estimates made 12 months later (in the middle of

• :the fiscal year) were high compared with actual outlays for the year.

Congress was also engaged in molding a new set of procedures for dealing

with the budget, which placed greater emphasis on the role of outlay

estimates in Congress's establishment of budget ceilings. The

Congressional Budget Act of 1974 incorporated these new procedures and

established the Congressional Budget Office (CBO). CBO was asked to

examine the reasons for the outlay misestimates, particularly for the

large shortfall in FY 1978.' The study attributed more than half of the

S8.4 billion shortfall in 1978 to outlays for DoD programs and called

for better accuracy in outlay rate forecasts by DoD and other agencies.

A similar large outlay shortfall occurred in FY 1984. In both cases DoD

procurement appropriations contributed heavily to the shortfalls. This

may stem from difficulty in obligating funds as rapidly as historical

rates might suggest when large increases are made in procurement

appropriations. It is apparently difficult to increase contracts and

% activities quickly, just as it is difficult to decrease them.

With the passage of the Congressional Budget Act, Congress played a

much greater role in setting limitations on appropriations and outlays.

However, the main role of the outlay ceiling in Congressional budget

resolutions is restricting Congress from considering legislation that

would violate the ceiling. Consistent underestimates of outlays could

prevent Congress from considering desirable legislation or could

undermine the discipline of the process. Underestimates of outlays also

create the problem of higher than necessary borrowing costs for the

Treasury Department when it borrows for expected short-term cash needs

that don't materialize.

'Estimnates of Federal Budget Outlays, Congressional Budget Office,
February 1978. Analysis of the Shortfall in Federal Budget Outlays for
Fiscal Year 1978, Congressional Budget Office, March 1979.

....................................................
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Thus various policies and legal constraints make it difficult for

the Air Force and other agencies of the government to control their

outlays in the near term. Annual budgets (in obligational authority)

lay the course, but they do not provide direct control over the timing

of outlays. The obligation-based budget and financial system used in

the United States is quite rare. Outlay budgeting appears to be the

norm among the national governments of other non-Communist countries. ,, .

" We examined budget practices in the United Kingdom to see what

. procedures are followed to manage outlays on a regular basis. We were

* also able to examine an outlay (overspending) crisis situation in the

United Kingdom.

OUTLAY BUDGETS AND EXECUTIVE POWERS

The government of the United Kingdom uses an outlay-based budgeting

systems, as do most Westminster-style parliamentary systems. With minor

exceptions, the "funds" voted by the legislatures in those countries are

available for expenditure only during a single fiscal year. One of the

keys to successful outlay budgeting systems is the greater degree of

authority over spending accorded the Executive in those countries,

compared with the strictly constrained authority available to the

Executive branch in the United States. Some of the more important of

these powers are:

* Latitude to transfer funds within and among programs

* Authority to rescind, impound, or defer obligation of funds

Authority to budget for contingencies

* Latitude to adjust outlay targets

" Authority to pay interest for short-term deferrals of bills . -

" Relaxed use (or total absence) of full-funding principle.

In the United Kingdom, outlay budget estimates are prepared by the . "

Executive departments and presented to Parliament for deliberation and

approval prior to the beginning of the fiscal year. Because outlays

arise both from actions taken in the current year and from contracts

made in earlier years, there are uncertainties in the outlay estimates,

%V
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and the Executive requires powers like those above to manage the 4.. ."k .%. : .-. ,

finances. Some of these powers are granted directly, but others arise

because of the special relationship between the Executive and the

Parliament under a Westminster-style system. The Executive has

considerable latitude in financial matters, even where parliamentary %

approval is required, because failure of Parliament to support and

approve the Executive's actions on a major issue risks the fall of the

government and could well bring on a general election.

It may seem coincidental that the parliamentary form of government

provides these powers to the Executive, but financial operations under

an outlay budget almost demand them. Impoundment of funds (i.e.,

withholding action on programs for which the legislature has approved "

the spending of moneys) and reprogramming of expenditure authority from

one program to another give the Executive flexibility to make .Pt.

adjustments when unexpected variations in outlay requirements for

ongoing programs reduce the remaining budget available for new programs. -

When actual outlay requirements are far out of balance with planned

" activities, the government of the United Kingdom can and does use

Executive powers to terminate contracts, slow them down, or stretch out

payments (with accompanying interest expenses). Ultimately, however,

the power the Executive uses most often in these situations is the

authority to adjust the (outlay) budget, for example, by obtaining

supplementary appropriations one or more times in the course of a single

fiscal year. Authority and flexibility are important to the successful

execution of an outlay-based budget, but to provide it in the United

States would require the relaxation of several budgetary principles

(limited reprogramming authority, severely restricted impoundment of

funds, full-funding of procurement) to which the U.S. Congress seems

firmly committed.

A greater degree of Executive discretion seems to be a necessary

part of the operation of an outlay budget system; hence adoption of an 4

outlay budget system in the United States could require numerous, highly

unlikely changes in the relationship between Congress and the

administration. Moreover, as the next example will demonstrate, even a

government operating under an outlay budget can encounter problems in

controlling current outlays.

::. -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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* BRITISH OUTLAY CONTROL CRISIS IN FY 1980-1981

It is customary in the United Kingdom for the government to

accommodate to outlay overruns that occur from time to time by means of AL,~

supplemental appropriations that provide the (single-year) funds

* required. But in the 1980-81 fiscal year, the Conservative government,

* when faced with a large impending overrun, made a strong effort to

prevent or at least substantially reduce the overrun. The British

government' s budget is stated in terms of outlays, but the outlay levels

* for a given year are estimated on the basis of previous and new ~
* commitments entered into by the government. In 1980-81 the British ,~~

economy was in recession, and one of the consequences was that

* contractors who would normally have considerable amounts of private.

*sector work shifted resources to government contracts to keep the

workforce employed. Goods were delivered more quickly and in larger *.*

quantities than had been planned, and larger than expected bills were

presented to the government.

The Conservative government wanted to avoid a growing budget

deficit and so took measures in many areas of the budget. The Ministry .*:

of Defence (MoD), of course, was responsible for a large share of the

work on which current outlays arose from contracts entered into % P

previous ly. The MoD took some quite drastic measures in an attempt to

reduce its outlays, including:

* Total moratorium on new contract awards -

* Outright cancellation of some contracts

* Gentlemen's agreements to slow the rate bills

* Freeze on most hiring of civilians_

* Halting of automatic ordering of goods (by turning off the-

computers)

* Change in the bill-paying cycle.

The moratorium on new contracts was instituted early--a measure

that was important in its symbolic effect but held little hope for

reducing current outlays. Naturally, exceptions were made, but the

level of authority required to approve exceptions was much higher than
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before. In the ordering of common use goods, orders are normally placed

automatically when stock levels reach specified points (similar to the

practice used for stock-funded items in the U.S. Department of Defense).

Stopping this automatic ordering of goods could be done only by shutting

down the computers.

In most of the cases where contracts were simply canceled, the bulk

of cancellation charges fell in the following year. In others, as a

concession to avoid canceling contracts, the government used informal 
0

negotiations with contractors to slow down the delivery of goods and

services and the presentation of bills. Hiring freezes for civilians

were instituted to make small reductions in pay and allowance costs. L AL

What in the end turned out to be the measure having the greatest

effect on the year's outlays was a one-time shift in the government bill- -

paying cycle. This effectively postponed one (bi-weekly) period's bills

until the following fiscal year.

As in the case of the Eisenhower administration in the United

States, the British attempt to make sudden adjustments to outlays was

quite disruptive of defense programs and operations, even though the

British had warning early in the fiscal year of possibly unexpectedly

large outlays. In general, the measures taken had only a modest effect

on outlays during the fiscal year Cien the measures were adopted. "' *

Disruption came in the form of both higher costs of purchased goods

(e.g., because of contract stretchouts and cancellations) and diversion

of management attention from other pressing matters.

The measure that had the greatest effect on outlays was a card that

could b played only once; the shift in the bill-paying period could not

be used repeatedly in future years in similar crises. The outlay-

reducing effects of most of the other measures were postponements of

payments until the following year (or years), and some measures actually ,..

increased the total outlays when summed over a period of years. •

As an aftermath of this experience, a formal inquiry was held in

the MoD to make recommendations for the avoidance of such crises in the

future. The primary conclusion of that inquiry was that outlay N

forecasting techniques should be improved to provide higher-confidence

forecasts and longer warning times so that earlier and less disruptive

actions could be taken to control the level of outlays. The inquiry

'4. . .- ° •.4
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°' also recommended that MoD contracts be written in some cases to provide "

limits on the rate at which work would be performed or flexible %.-

arrangements to permit changes in work or production rates.4

LESSONS FROM U.S. AND U.K. OUTLAY CONTROL EXPERIENCE

Both U.S. and foreign government experience indicate that making

major changes in the current year's outlays is difficult no matter what . .

the form of the budget and financial system. This fact holds even with

an Executive branch having great discretionary power over obligations

and expenditures. Lack of leverage stems from the fact that most of the

factors that drive outlays in a given year are set in motion at or

before the beginning of the year (e.g., contractual obligations,

manpower levels, operating rates), and altering those factors takes

time. When governments try to make major adjustments during budget

execution, overall (money) costs can increase, and the costs in

disruption to ongoing programs are likely to be great. What appears on

the surface to be strictly a financial management issue can have

consequences in many other areas.

Government finances under outlay-based budgeting systems appear to

require more flexibility and discretionary power on the part of the

Executive branch than is likely to be permitted by the U.S. Congress.

Furthermore, the outlay-based system seems to offer few advantages in

making substantial intra-year outlay adjustments. Even if the U.S.

government decides to adopt some form of outlay control, obligational .-.

authority will probably continue to be the basis for budgeting and

managing finances.

Governments operating under outlay-based budget systems formulate "

their plans in terms of annual outldys constrained by expected annual

revenues; and they rely primarily upon their planning and monitoring

processes to maintain the proper outlay flow rate, rather than upon late " "

and disruptive adjustments when faced with imminent overruns. Planning

in outlay terms is the key means of controlling outlays under this

scheme. This should be the key to any strategy for outlay control in

the Air Force as well. Major changes in near-term outlays will still be

'The Study of Control of Expenditure 1981, Open Government Document
81/01, Ministry of Defence, United Kingdom, November 1981.

) ° .. , ....
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difficult, but advanced planning and the development of measures to .

expand or to reduce spending rates can provide a greater degree of

control over future outlays, including the possibility of fairly major

changes when sufficient lead time is available. Because such measures

will have wide-ranging consequences, they will have to be developed with

the involvement of other Air Staff offices in addition to the financial

management community.

.~
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III. PROPOSED MEASURES FOR AIR FORCE OUTLAY CONTROL

AN AIR FORCE OUTLAY CONTROL PROPOSAL

If current trends persist in the United States, the pressures to *. -_

bring some form of outlay control to government finances may be

irresistible. The experience reviewed above did not suggest that strong.-

outlay controls (or full outlay budgeting) would adapt well to the

American system. And ad hoc controls would clearly be costly and would

probably give little leverage on outlay levels within a fiscal year. An

outlay control system for the Air Force requires three elements: (1)

operation within the current obligation-based budgeting system, (2)

early visibility of possible conflicts with outlay limitations, and (3)

some degree of intra-year adjustments while avoiding the more costly- ,

consequences of short-notice, ad hoc measures.

The proposal we put forth here would retain the basic planning and

financial management scheme used currently in the Air Force but would

address the need to control outlays in two ways: (1) Outlay targets

would be incorporated explicitly in the Planning, Programming and

Budgeting (PPB) process, probably as an adjunct to the currently used

obligational authority targets; and (2) contingency planning would be

done for intra-year outlay adjustment measures, both to permit quick

adjustments when required and to assure that the costs of the measures

would be understood beforehand. Incorporating outlay targets in

planning and budget formulation would ensure that programs were

consistent with revenue (and borrowing) expectations. Contingency

planning for outlay adjustment measures would help reduce the costs r
(monetary and other) of such adjustments and would also provide a better

basis for policymakers to judge when and if adjustments would be worth

their costs. .

Several implementation issues need to be considered if outlay

control is adopted by the Air Force in this form. We have divided these

into four categories, whichi will be discussed in turn below: (1) 9,~S

bringing outlay planning into the PPB system, (2) improved outlay

forecasting mothods, (3) oxtensions to financial information systems,

- %.-.. . .- .-. J
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and (4) preparations for mid-course outlay adjustment measures. The

first and last of these issues would involve many elements of the Air

Force and the Air Staff; the other two are primarily the concern of the

Air Force Comptroller community.

OUTLAY PLANNING IN PPB :\ \

A fairly modest change in the current PPB process will allow for

outlay limitations. Programs and budgets are developed at present under

a series of time-phased Total Obligational Authority (TOA) targets.

Outlay projections of the final proposed five-year program and budget

are normally made quite late in the PPB cycle. If outlay targets were L

used earlier in the process, potential conflicts between desired

programs and the expected outlay limitations would be highlighted.

Alternatives could be examined much as they are today, but some shift in

focus would be required of various Air Force and Air Staff components

who now deal almost exclusively in the TOA requirements of alternatives.

Both outlays and TOA implications of proposals would have to be

estimated. Both the TOA and the outlay targets would have to be

considered. The degree to which emphasis shifts toward outlay targets

would depend upon how stringent were government control policies and how

much of the responsibility for meeting limitations were assigned to the

Air Force.'

Once a five-year force structure and program consistent with the

targets were settled on, the current year's budget would still be put

forth in appropriation (TOA) terms. And the appropriation and

obligation process would still be used to control finances for budget

execution. If the outlay targets are consistent with the government's

fiscal goals, if the budget (in TOA terms) is consistent with the outlay

targets, and if forecasting methods are reasonably good, then there

would seldom be need to make mid-year adjustments to change the current

year s outlays, and adjustments to future years' outlays could be

handled in the next cycle of program and budget development. This

smooth running of the system may seem to be dependent upon too many

'Because of the Congressional Budget Act, Congress today (and the ' -A
CBO) operate somewhat in this fashion, trying to assure that
appropriation actions and outlay goals are consistent.
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-" "ifs," but this is the way federal government finances operate most of
the time today. The main adjustment that is required is the explicit

use of outlay targets in the planning process.

These changes would probably not eliminate all need for intra- N, I

year adjustments, however, because there are uncertainties inherent in

cost and inflation estimates and in the relationship between the time

streams of obligations and outlays. There also may be a need for intra-

year changes in the outlay goals themselves. If balanced-budget or

deficit-limiting requirements are legislated, such mid-year goal changes

might be necessary to match outlays to unexpected declines in revenues

produced by changes in economic activity. Revenues are probably even

more difficult to forecast than outlays.

IMPROVEMENTS TO OUTLAY FORECASTING METHODS

Outlay forecasts within DoD have been remarkably accurate over the r
last several years. However, some refinements in forecasting methods

may be necessary to capture the important differences in the outlay r .

implications of program and budget alternatives. The forecasting

methods would need to capture these differences; but if they are to be

applied during program exercises, they also need to be easily and

quickly applicable. A few examples taken from historical Air Force -"

obligation and outlay data will demonstrate the kinds of differences in ..

outlay timing and the level of disaggregation we believe would be

appropriate.

Forecasts of Air Force outlays are now based on outlay patterns at

the appropriation level similar to the patterns shown in Fig. 3 for

three subcategories of the 3010 (Aircraft Procurement) appropriation.

The patterns represent cumulative outlays (percent of total amount

appropriated for the fiscal year) over time, from the beginning of the

year of appropriation. The graphs are from a composite of data from

fiscal years 1979-1982. Each of the three subcategories shown

constitutes a major fraction of the total aircraft procurement

appropriation. As can be seen, they have outlay patterns that are

sufficiently different from one another to suggest that the overall

pattern could be greatly affected by shifts in the proportion of funding

for each category. .-. -
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Fig. 3-Outlay patterns by subcategory, 3010 application

The graph in Fig. 4 for the "Other Procurement" (3080)

appropriation shows even more dramatic differences in the outlay

patterns for its major subcategories than those for Aircraft

Procurement. Most of the Base Operations and Maintenance Equipment

category is carried in "Special Programs" accounts, and current outlay

forecasting methods usually do provide foi different outlay patterns for

these accounts. However, we believe that the other two categories shown

on the chart are sufficiently different that they too should be treated

separately.

The major steps that would be required in implementing the improved

outlay forecasting methods are: -'

Develop outlay forecasting methods for subcategories of

appropriations

Maintain a current and accurate historical database on

obligations and outlays

Review and adjust forecasting methods regularly to reflect the

latest experience.

r-V
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Fig. 4-Outlay patterns by subcategory, 3080 application

The preceding examples show the level of detail--perhaps three or

four subcategories for each of the major appropriat'ins--that we b-lieve

would be suitable for a forecasting method usable both for assessing the

outlay implications of program alternatives and for final budget

forecasts. The specific categories used would depend primarilly on the

commodity aggregations obtainable from accounting data and the degree to

which their outlay patterns differ. We showed examples from procurement

accounts above. Operations and Maintenance (O&M) is the next largest

appropriation, accounting for about 27 percent of outlays in FY 1984.

The O&M data we examined were divided in major command categories

instead of commodities (except for a separate category for fuel).

Although that breakdown could be used as the basis for outlay patterns

and forecasts, we believe that a commodity breakdown would be more

useful (and is probably easily obtainable from the existing accounting

database). W

Outlay forecasting as part of a system of planning for outlay

control clearly requires maintaining a current and accurate historical

database on Air Force obligations and outlays. It is unlikely that

forecasting methods would be static, and regular reexamination of the

I _  / / ........
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data for updating of the forecasts and forecasting system would b6

needed. Data at the level we reviewed for this study have been ' '

available for only a few years, and the accounting information 
systems 07

may need to be changed in some areas to provide consistent and up to -. s. -"

date information.

EXTENSIONS TO INFORMATION SYSTEMS

The information necessary to provide timely tracking of current

outlays and to establish a historical bare for forecasts is, for the

most part, currently being collected within the Air Force and DoD.

However, the inrormation system being used needs some improvements,

particularly in the areas of (1) transactions by non-Air Force agencies

on behalf of the Air Force, (2) stock and industrial fund transactions,

and (3) linkage of outlay timing to obligation timing. Some of these

improvements and extensions to the information systems may be expensive

to implement (unfortunatelN, we have not been able to estimate the costs

of these changes). The implementation costs need to be considered in . -. 

weighing the -osts and value of outlay control.

Approximately 15 to 20 percent of monthly outlays from Air Force

appropriations are made by Army, Navy, DoD, and other agencies that do

not report directly through Air Force financial channels. The Army and "

Navy, for example, manage most military construction projects. p-..-.

Financial transactions with a vendor are often managed through a single

office acting for all DoD agencies having business with the vendor.

Information on these transactions is generally a month behind analogous

information on transactions by Air Force offices; hence, the Air Force's

picture of its outlays as of a given time is different from that seen by

DoD and the Treasury. For historical purposes--i.e., for developing

outlay forecasts--it would be desirable to make retroactive adjustments

to monthly data to compensate for this discrepancy. For up-to-date

tracking of current outlays, it would be preferable to have these

transactions reported directly to the Air Force at the same time as they

are reported through other channels. This might be expensive to do at

present, but as the Air Force and DoD move toward greater automation and

centralization of financial systems, it should be possible to provide
this information to the Air Force more easily.

....... . . . .. .. . ." .....LL.'.-; Z:-':'
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The Air Force Stock Fund (AFSF) and Air Force Industrial Fund . .

(AFIF) are special appropriations-like funds (i.e., sources or

obligational authority) that facilitate central purchase and management

of goods and services needed by Air Force and other DoD users. Through ....

this arrangement, the Air Force managers of the AFSF contract for bulk .'. .

purchases of consumable and low-unit-price (under $3000) items and then "
"sell" these items to Air Force and other DoD agencies and operating .

units. These funds occasionally receive new appropriations for building

up inventories, but for the most part the obligational authority they
*..-.-..%

use comes from the constant stream of "reimbursements" (payments by .. :... -.

users) from the agencies that buy their goods and services. The funds

make "disbursements" (payments to vendors) as they receive goods and

services in their central facilities.

Normally, the Stock and Industrial Funds have a net outlay

(disbursements minus reimbursements) of close to zero in any year

(except for new appropriations), and only the net outlays are reported

through the accounting system for AFSF and AFIF accounts. Under outlay

control, it would be important to maintain separate tracks of

disbursement and reimbursement information both for current tracking and

for forecasting. Disbursement information could then be keyed to the

corresponding obligation data to improve the basis for forecasting

future AFSF and AFIF outlays. This revision in the accounting system

could be costly, but it could be particularly important because of the

interaction between appropriated funds (especially O&M) and the stock -

and industrial funds. Air Force units can reduce their immediate

outlays by reducing flying and other activities, which affect mostly the

consumption of goods purchased from AFSF. But unless simultaneous (or

advance) changes in AFSF orders were made, AFSF disbursements would

continue at the same rate, and net outlays from the AFSF would increase

in proportion to the reduction in reimbursements received from the

operating units. In other words, Air Force activities would be curtailed

or disrupted, but net outlays would remain essentially unchanged.

Finally, we believe it would be helpful, particularly in the

forecasting of a given year's outlays from multiple-year appropriations,

to provide additional information on the linkage between the obligations

____°o .. % =1
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in a given time period and the time-stream of outlays that is generated

by those obligations. Currently, Air Force outlays are tracked only by

account and program year (year of appropriation). Adding more detailed .

information relating dates of appropriations, obligations, and outlays

could improve the basis for outlay forecasting, especially where the

timing of outlays is strongly influenced by the timing of obligations.'f,.-

To provide the appropriation-obligation-outlay linkage across all

accounts, however, would mean major, and probably costly, changes to the

current accounting system. In some instances it would also require

major changes in financial management practices. For example, a blanket

order for goods and services "as required" could be made with a vendor .

in one time period and another such order made in the next time period.

Each such order effectively earmarks a certain amount of obligational

authority, but it may be difficult to decide whether a particular

payment applies to the first order or the second. Customary practice

would have payments be credited against the earlier obligation until it

was used up. This type of consideration greatly complicates any across-

the-board attempt to report outlays against obligations within a time

period; but this reporting could probably be done for selected accounts.

Major procurement, R&D, and construction projects are probably the areas

where most of the difficulties occur (i.e., early or late obligations

causing early or late outlays). Direct reporting of obligations by time

period and the outlays that correspond to them for only a few major

accounts would probably provide the information needed to correct

forecasts for unusual changes in obligation rates.

PREPARATIONS FOR INTRA-YEAR OUTLAY ADJUSTMENTS

Because pressure for outlay control is likely to arise from high-

level concerns about federal fiscal policy, we believe that a central

authority--probably at Air Staff level--would be needed to deal with

outlay control in the Air Force. The central outlay tracking and

forecasting system would be used to determine whether Air Force outlays

were acceptably within the bounds of approved targets and when near-

term adjustments might be needed. Changing the flow of outlays within

whatever time remains in a given fiscal year will require that decisions

be made and actions implemented quickly. Hence, the central authority

.•*• .... ,. -o,.2..-
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would have to maintain a set of contingency plans, including: (1)

expected lead time between actions and their initial outlay effect; (2)

amount and timing of outlay increases or decreases; (3) long-term costs

or savings from the actions; (4) effects on readiness, production - ',:.°4

schedules, or other nonmonetary costs of the actions. Through advanced

planning, priorities could be established, and Congressional or

Executive agencies requesting the outlay adjustments could be informed

immediately of the expected consequences of the adjustments.

We have already cited some of the problems and costs to be expected

if near-term adjustments to outlays are attempted. The contingency

planning effort cannot eliminate these, but it should help to avoid or

reduce the problems. It needs to be managed (and actions directed) at a

high level, because the repercussions of many of these actions often

touch agencies other than the implementing agency. A case in point is

the use of flying hour or other activity rate changes to reduce outlays - ,

at Air Force bases. Because these O&M outlay reductions would reduce

some revolving fund revenues, a coordinated action would be needed to

reduce the expenses of the revolving funds at the same time. (In fact,

the desired outlay reduction might be achieved, for a short time, by

taking actions to slow down revolving fund expenditures without

requiring any reductions in activity, rates. Thi:3 would, however, **-

require later revolving fund expenditures to replace stocks depleted

during the slow-down.)

Although the operating and pay appropriations might appear to be

the best candidates for mid-year outlay adjustments (because most of

their outlays do occur in the same fiscal year as the appropriation),

they have important limitations. Most of the actions to reduce outlays

for these appropriations (e.g., manpower reductions, hiring freezes,

reduced flying, reduced travel, deferred maintenance) are the same as

would be proposed if a reduction in obligational authority were

mandated. Hence, if such actions were taken after the budget had been

approved, they could be in conflict with Impoundment Act provisions (or

could require Congressional consent). Planning, however, can probably

increase the leverage available through delaying or accelerating outlays

on existing unliquidated obligations. After goods are delivered such

leverage is quite limited because of Prompt Payment Act and cash

J"• •. ''
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management requirements, but better leverage might be acquired through ..

contractual provisions giving the Air Force a greater say in the timing

of deliveries. Provisions of this type might be effective in those few L

areas (mostly AFLC and AFSC and the revolving funds) where large-dollar .
-
.

O&M-funded contracts exist, but most O&M funds are obligated and paid

out in such small amounts that hundreds or thousands of individual

managers would be required to take action to have any significant effect

on overall outlays. Contractual provisions to increase Air Force

control over the timing of deliveries are therefore more likely to be

useful in connection with major (high dollar) procurement, RDT&E, and

construction contracts.

Figure 2, which showed outlays by appropriation type and year of

funding, indicated that in any given year most of the outlays from

procurement and construction funds (and a sizable portion of outlays

from R&D funds) arise from previous-year appropriations. Because these IL
" are multiple-year appropriations, not all of the funds are obligated in

* the year of appropriation; hence, some opportunities for deferring

" obligations are available without violating the Impoundment Act. Where

obligations in these areas have near-term outlay implications, this

provides some opportunity to adjust current-year outlays. A planned

obligation schedule would have to be maintained to permit this kind of

schedule manipulation, but it might still give only modest leverage,

because for many procurement and construction projects only a small part

of the outlays is concentrated near the date of obligation.

As a means of increasing the regularity or the predictability of

outlays arising from large dollar contracts, the Air Force could provide

financial incentives to selected contractors to adhere to a planned

. schedule of activity. Although this, in itself, does not provide a

means of intra-year control, the possible improvement in outlay

predictability and the avoidance of surprises from sudden changes in

outlay rates could help avoid the need to make major and traumatic _

adjustments.

Finally, the bulk of current procurement outlays come from

obligations made in the two previous years (or from funding from those

years). We suggested above that provisions might be made to delay the

delivery of goods and services under O&M contracts. Similarly, priced

~%
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deferral options could be provided in large-dollar procurement

contracts. Certainly this should be possible for items that are largely

off the shelf (e.g., common use trucks and other vehicles), for which

vendors have other customers. In the case of weapon systems and other

items that are unique Air Force purchases, we observe that some

multiyear procurement contracts have provided for a range of production%

rates, which does not appear to have high cost; but we do not know

whether such provisions could be negotiated to give short-term

flexibility in outlays at acceptable cost. This may be a fruitful area

for experimentation, using some current contracts to see how much

flexibility in rates could be made available at a given cost.

Few of the measures for achieving intra-year outlay adjustments are

likely to come without cost, either in terms of the disruption of

operations or in actual dollar terms. Making provisions for added ~

flexibility in outlays will also involve some costs--whether or not the

provisions have to be used--because the economy must eventually pay for

the added uncertainty and risk. Planning under outlay constraints

should help to reduce the need for very large adjustments, however, and

planning for the rapid introduction of measures that will be used in the_

event adjustments are needed should help to minimize the adverse

effects.

N4
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND OVERALL STRATEGY

In setting a strategy for adapting to outlay controls in the Air

Force, the first steps that would have to be taken in preparation for

possible controls would be:

1. Initiate work to bring outlay planning considerations into the

PPB process (including improved forecasting and tracking

methods).

2. Identify intra-year adjustment measures and their effects, and

establish a priority list for them.

3. Establish a central authority for deciding when to implement

intra-year adjustment measures and which specific measures to

use.

Steps taken to improve outlay tracking and forecasting should be

valuable whether or not direct outlay control policies are introduced.

Financial managment procedures for most activities would remain L
unchanged. The main difference would be in having a list of specific

contingency measures with near-term outlay effects that could be

implemented, if necessary, because of cash-flow problems. Steps would

have to be taken to establish a central authority for deciding when to

use the contingency measures (and which to use), because of their

possible wide-ranging side effects.

Over the longer term, if the government indeed formalized outlay

control policies, then the Air Force would have to formalize its outlay

targeting and adjustment procedures. At that time, it might be

necessary to begin implementing some of the information system

improvements suggested in Sec. III. Also, new contractual arrangements

to increased leverage on outlays (e.g., flexible production rate

arrangements) could be explored in earnest at this time.

Neither the form nor the fact of federal outlay controls is a

certainty at present, and for this reason no major changes to Air Force

financial management systems are needed at this time. Furthermore, if

o°-.. i~'V.'
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the government does adopt some form of outlay control, the obligation-

based budgeting scheme currently in use will continue to shape the basic

forms by which budgets are deliberated and approved by the Congress and

carried out by the administration and Executive departments.

Both the U.S. and U.K. experiences with emergency outlay control

measures indicate that major intra-year adjustments can be expensive in____

both dollars and disruptions of programs, and most of the ad hoc

measures tried had fairly modest effects on current outlays. A regular .

and well-planned scheme for managing outlays can probably reduce the

worst of the disadvantages of using ad hoc controls, but the fact

remains that many or most of the factors and commitments driving current

outlays are set in notion well before the beginning of the fiscal year.

Changing outlays on short notice requires advance arrangements to make

such changes (i.e., contractual flexibility) or changing a commitment

after work is under way. Costs are involved in either case, and

government policymakers will want to be aware of these costs in weighing

the value of a near-term outlay adjustment against its price.

Governments operating under outlay budgets are also constrained by

their advance commitments. They rely mostly upon planning, forecasting,

and outlay monitoring to keep their outlays within expected limitations,

and on executive discretion to redistribute funds or adjust outlay

targets when necessary.

Planning should also be the central part of a strategy for Air

Force outlay control. The most desirable form for outlay control to *

take for the Air Force would be for limitations in the form of outlay -

*targets for planning. With modest changes to the PPB process and a few
L:S

improvements in outlay tracking and forecasting, the Air Force should be

* able to continue to manage finances through obligations and have outlay

* levels that are suitably close to limits for purposes of national fiscal

* policy.

With some preparatory work on intra-year adjustment measures, it

should be possible for the Air Force to improve leverage for such

adjustments and still limit their costs and disruptiveness. At the same

time, these preparations can provide the administration and Congress*.. ,*

with a clearer picture of the price that will be paid for stringent

outlay controls or for late changes in outlay goals during program
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execution. Under any system of controls, the most effective mechanism

will probably continue to be sufficient lead time to allow for the

implications of major procurement and force-sizing decisions.
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